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Printables Set

Happiness Toolbox Cover Label
Cut out and glue onto the lid of your Toolbox.
(You may wish to cover it with clear book cover as well.)

Happiness Toolbox Welcome Message
Cut out and paste one of the following Welcome Messages
into the inside of your Toolbox lid. (We have provided a choice of 2.)

Option 1

Option 2

Happiness Toolbox Welcome Message
Cut out and paste one of these Welcome Messages
into the inside of your Toolbox lid.

Happy Book Cover Label
Choose an A5 journal to be your Happy Book.
Fill in your name, cut out and paste onto the front of your Happy Book.

Happy Book Prompts
Cut out and stick these prompts into different sections of your Happy Book..

Bucket List
Cut out and fill in your name at the top.
List all the things that you would really like to DO
across the span of your life to create some wonderful memories.
Add this to your Toolbox.(We have provided a choice of two styles.)

Option 1

Option 2

Bucket List
Cut out and fill in your name at the top.
List all the things that you would really like to DO
across the span of your life to create some wonderful memories.
Add this to your Toolbox.

Dream Board Items
Fill in your name and cut out the items.
On your large piece of paper or card,put “Dream Board” at the top and “Dream Big!!” at the bottom.
Look at your Bucket List to inspire you, thinking this time about what you want to BE (rather than do).
Write your dreams on the clouds (next page), using as many as you want.
Leave some space between them. They will change as you grow.
You may want to split your dreams into sections, labelling a different cloud for each section.
Here are some section suggestions.

Dream Board Items
These clouds are for you to write your dreams on.

Magic Mirror Label
Write your name in a curve around the top of the label.
Cut out and use craft glue to stick onto the back of a hand mirror.
(You may wish to first cover it with clear book cover as well.)
Decorate it with stickers or stickon jewels, if you have them.
(We have given you 2 options to choose from.)

Option 1

Magic Mirror Label
Write your name in a curve around the top of the label.
Cut out and use craft glue to stick onto the back of a hand mirror.

Option 2

Magic Mirror Excercises
Write a list of at least 10 things that you most need to hear every day, such as:

Now look into the mirror and say these things out loud, until it doesn’t feel silly anymore
and you feel really good! Your Magic Mirror chat is best done first thing in the morning
and for best results, do this every day! Your voice is the one you hear the most,
so it is so important to make sure you are saying the right things to yourself every day!

Magic Mirror Exercises
Write a list of at least 10 things that you most need to hear every day.

Now look into the mirror and say these things out loud, until it doesn’t feel silly anymore
and you feel really good! Your Magic Mirror chat is best done first thing in the morning
and for best results, do this every day! Your voice is the one you hear the most,
so it is so important to make sure you are saying the right things to yourself every day!

Giggle Pack Label
Get a zip lock bag and tape this label to the inside, so that it faces out through the bag.
Decorate the bag with smiley faces.
Put in anything that you have that makes you laugh.
This includes favourite funny photos and laughter props (such as photo booth props, whoopee cushion,
favourite jokes on pieces of paper). You can add to this over time.
When you have finished putting your Giggle Pack together,
read the message and give it a go.

Giggle Pack Wishlist
Cut this out, and on the back,
write down a list of things
you would like to add to your Giggle Pack.

Giggle Pack Prompts
Cut these out, write answers on the back
& put into your Giggle Pack

Giggle Pack Prompts
Cut these out, write answers on the back
& put into your Giggle Pack

Gratitude Journal
Take another A5 journal and label it “[Your name]’s Gratitude Journal.”
Decorate it with pictures of everyday things you are grateful for (family, friends, nature).

Gratitude Journal
Here is a label to cut out and paste on the inside cover.

On the first page, cut out and paste this message.

Gratitude Journal
On the next page write “I am so grateful for….” listing the first thing that comes to mind.
Go to the next line and do this again. Write as many things as you can possibly think of.
Highlight your favourite ones. Here is a template you can use if you wish.

I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...
I am so grateful for ...

Happiness Project Planner
Cut out and fill in your name at the top. Paste onto the front of an A5 journal.
Use this to plan your happiness projects, such as “100 Acts of Kindness” project
(and other community connection projects), and a Family Conversation Jar.
At the BACK of the book, write a list of projects you can think of that you would like to do,
to grow your happiness and the happiness of the people around you.
Use the FRONT of the book for your project planning,
writing a list of materials and instructions you will need in order to complete the project.

Make a list of 100 things you would like to do for friends, family and the community. For
example: Give food scraps to your neighbours chickens, Give your Mum a hug, draw a picture to cheer
someone up, write a special letter to someone you love, Include some anonymous acts of kindness,
such as buying some flowers or baking some cookies for someone who is having a hard time and
leaving them at their house with a note: “Somebody cares!”
Label a jar: “Happy Thoughts Jar” and decorate it so that when you look at it, it makes you feel
happy. Write happy thoughts on lots of pieces of paper, add them to the jar. Take one out if you
need a happy thought. Even better, give one to someone else if you think that they need a happy
thought!

To connect with
your friends, family
and community. To
encourage empathy.

To encourage yourself
and those around you to
remember to have happy
thoughts throughout
the day.

Happy Thoughts Jar

To encourage important Label a jar: “Family Conversation Jar.” Decorate it. On small pieces of paper, write some important
conversations with
topics to discuss. Get Mum or Dad to help you. Include topics about mental health and happiness
family
skills.

100 Acts of Kindness

Family
Conversation Jar

Details
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Project Name

Happiness Project Ideas

Happiness Project Planner
IDEAS

Cut out and paste to the inside cover of the book.
We have given you 3 ideas to start off with,
and an extra page to use as you go on.

Happiness Project Planner
IDEAS
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Happiness Project Ideas

Here is an extra page to use as you go on.

Happiness Project Planner
PLAN Sheet

Materials:

Due Date:

Project Name:

Happiness Project Plan

Directions:

Project Aim:

Paste this into your Planner journal
each time you are planning a new project.

Calm Down Kit - Australian Option
Get a zip lock bag and tape this label to the inside, so that it faces out through the bag.
You could add Magic Mirror exercises to your Calm Down Kit to talk yourself out of of an anxious episode.
Whatever you put in here, make it personal to you as well as effective.
Practice using your Calm Down Kit (in particular, your Rescue Strategy), when you are calm,
to familiarise yourself with the routine to assist you when you may need it the most.

Contact List
Write the names and numbers of three people or organisations you would call
to talk you through a stressful situation, e.g. Mum, Dad, Grannie, Auntie, Bestie. Put this in your bag.

Calm Down Kit - Outside of Australia Option
Get a zip lock bag and tape this label to the inside, so that it faces out through the bag.
You could add Magic Mirror exercises to your Calm Down Kit to talk yourself out of of an anxious episode.
Whatever you put in here, make it personal to you as well as effective.
Practice using your Calm Down Kit (in particular, your Rescue Strategy), when you are calm,
to familiarise yourself with the routine to assist you when you may need it the most.

Contact List
Write the names and numbers of three people or organisations you would call
to talk you through a stressful situation, e.g. Mum, Dad, Grannie, Auntie, Bestie. Put this in your bag.

Rescue Strategy
While you are calm, imagine feeling overwhelmed, and then think of three instructions
you would like to give yourself in such a moment. Write down these instructions. For example,
“Close your eyes, breathe slowly, and count to ten.”
“Talk to someone on your Contact List.”
Put these instructions, and anything else that helps you to calm down, into the bag.
Examples: fidget spinner; LED colour-change candle; fiddle toys; scented cloth or small scented teddy bear.

